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Dear Friends,
We are in the first few days of the new Trump administration. Normally there is what is called the
honeymoon time when the nation comes together to celebrate the peaceful transfer of power.  America
has had a very unique manner in which power is transferred. The American people vote for what they
perceive to be in their best interest and the winner takes power. Two very powerful forces are in a life
and death struggle concerning the fate of the American nation. One wants a strong, independent, safe,
and prosperous American Nation. The other wants a weakened America, destroying her culture, giving
her problems too big for one nation to handle, forcing a collapse into the arms of a global authority.

The force that wanted a strong America won the election. Power has transferred. Those who want a
strong and free America could breathe a sigh of relief and think the war has been won. The election was
only a battle in a war that still rages. The day following the inauguration we were told that a spontaneous
demonstration was taking place in Washington, D.C., it was a protest against the dually elected
government. This so called “spontaneous mob” arose with the hopes of toppling and at least hindering
the new government. The main stream media try to spin it as were totally spontaneous, just average
Americans gathering to overthrow an unacceptable oppressive government. 

A closer look at the events of the counter march will reveal quite a different story. When the curtain of
deception is pulled back, the “Wizard of Chaos,” is revealed.  It is evident that this was a planned,
preprogramed, paid for organized event meant to undermine the government. While we will see an evil
man behind the curtain, we must not miss the fact that it is not just flesh and blood that must be resisted.
The Apostle Paul writes that our real enemy is a kingdom of darkness ruled by Satan. Eph 6:11-12 KJV
“Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we
wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.”

In the book of Daniel chapter ten a curtain is pulled back, and we are allowed to look into the dimension
of the spirit world. We see a new government in its beginning years. It is the government of  Cyrus king
of Persia. Daniel had become quite concerned about the fate of his people, the Jews. Their seventy years
of captivity had come to an end. Daniel had spent twenty-one days praying and fasting for an answer. 
On the twenty-first day he received a visit from the angel Gabriel. The conversation that followed gives
us insight into a war for the soul of man.  The nation of Israel is of vital importance to God’s plan of
Salvation. Nothing concerning the nation of Israel will be left to chance.  God had called King Cyrus to
the task of returning the Jews to their homeland and shepherding their rebuilding of Jerusalem and the
temple. 

Isa 44:28 KJV “That saith of Cyrus, He is my shepherd, and shall perform all my pleasure: even saying
to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built; and to the temple, Thy foundation shall be laid. 45:1 Thus saith the
LORD to his anointed, to Cyrus, whose right hand I have holden, to subdue nations before him; and I
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will loose the loins of kings, to open before him the two leaved gates; and the gates shall not be shut;”

Ezr 1:1-2 KJV  Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, that the word of the LORD by the mouth of
Jeremiah might be fulfilled, the LORD stirred up the spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, that he made a
proclamation throughout all his kingdom, and put it also in writing, saying,  (2)  Thus saith Cyrus king of
Persia, The LORD God of heaven hath given me all the kingdoms of the earth; and he hath charged me
to build him an house at Jerusalem, which is in Judah.

God knew that Satan would do all that he could to persuade King Cyrus against the Jews. In the
following conversation we will learn that Satan has assigned a powerful angel loyal to his cause to
persuade the kings of Persia against the Jews. That demon used evil men like Haman in the book of
Esther to try to turn the hearts of the kings of Persia. God sent the angel Gabriel to protect and influence
the kings of Persia from being perverted from the role God wanted them to play in connection to Israel. 

Dan 10:11-20 KJV  And he said unto me, O Daniel, a man greatly beloved, understand the words that I
speak unto thee, and stand upright: for unto thee am I now sent. And when he had spoken this word unto
me, I stood trembling.  Then said he unto me, Fear not, Daniel: for from the first day that thou didst set
thine heart to understand, and to chasten thyself before thy God, thy words were heard, and I am come
for thy words.  But the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood me one and twenty days: but, lo,
Michael, one of the chief princes, came to help me; and I remained there with the kings of Persia. . . .
Then said he, Knowest thou wherefore I come unto thee? and now will I return to fight with the
prince of Persia: and when I am gone forth, lo, the prince of Grecia shall come.

Satan uses evil counselors then and now to subvert governmental leaders. Today’ evil councilors are
often the talking heads of the news media. It happened to King Darius in Daniel chapter six. The king
was tricked into signing a law that got Daniel thrown into the lion’s den at a time when Darius wanted to
make him the head president. We are able to see that kings are not alone in their throne rooms. Satan
wants to influence them to do evil. God was not going to leave those kings alone with Satan’s evil
councilors.

When King Cyrus sent the Jews back to rebuild Jerusalem and  Temple, they were immediately met with
opposition, The opposition wanted to make rebuilding a joint effort, the original “Two State Solution,”
which was rejected.   Ezr 4:3-6 KJV “But Zerubbabel, and Jeshua, and the rest of the chief of the fathers
of Israel, said unto them, Ye have nothing to do with us to build an house unto our God; but we
ourselves together will build unto the LORD God of Israel, as king Cyrus the king of Persia hath
commanded us. Then the people of the land weakened the hands of the people of Judah, and troubled
them in building,  And hired counsellors against them, to frustrate their purpose, all the days of Cyrus
king of Persia, even until the reign of Darius king of Persia.   And in the reign of Ahasuerus, in the
beginning of his reign, wrote they unto him an accusation against the inhabitants of Judah and
Jerusalem.”

Into the rein of three Persian kings hired lobbyists tried to influence these kings against Israel. You can
bet these men were under the influence of the Satanic “Prince of Persia.” Without Gabriel’s backing,
these kings would have turned on Israel under the pressure from the lobbyist tools of the “Prince of
Persia.” Dan 11:1 KJV “Also I in the first year of Darius the Mede, even I, stood to confirm and to
strengthen him.”  None of the Kings of Persia turned on Israel. 

Now, we fast forward to our time, America has a new leader, Donald J. Trump. The man he has replaced
was no friend of Israel and was working as hard as he could to push America into the arms of  Globalist
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control. It seems to me that President Obama may well have been under the influence of the same
“Prince of Persia.” It does seem that he got along well with present day rulers of Persia (Iran). America’s
new President is committed to standing with Israel. He needs a lot of prayer. If anyone ever needed to
have someone like Gabriel to stand with him giving him strength, it is Donald J Trump!

God has given America a role to play in the life of Israel. A time is coming when Israel will need and be
given the wings of a “Great Eagle” to aid her during the middle of the Tribulation event.  Rev 12:14 KJV
“And to the woman (Israel) were given two wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness,
into her place, where she is nourished for a time, and times, and half a time, from the face of the
serpent.” The “Great Eagle” must be great at the time Israel needs her. America is the only nation on
earth that could fulfill that role. America requires a leader that wants to make America great again. 

Remembering that Satan has used evil men in the past to influence nations you have to ask yourself the
question, “Is Satan using evil men to try to destroy America keeping her from the role that God has
called her to?” I think the answer is an undeniable yes. 

This all reminds me of the “Wizard of Oz.” In the book made
popular by the movie “Wizard of Oz,” Dorothy from Kansas,
after being caught up by a Tornado, finds herself in the land
of Oz. Dorothy and her dog Toto, aided by three companions,
travel to the Emerald City to see the great “Wizard of Oz.” He
had all of the answers and power. Surely he would be able to
help Dorothy get back to Kansas. Sounds like the Globalist
elite. At the end of their journey, they enter the throne room
of the “Mighty Oz.” An all powerful rude voice is heard. “Do
not arouse the wrath of the great and powerful Oz! I said, '

Come back tomorrow!'” 

Then Dorothy challenges the Great Oz, “If you were really great and powerful, you'd keep your
promises!” “Do you presume to criticize the great Oz? You ungrateful creatures!” While the group of
travelers is taken back with such a response, the brave little Cairn terrier Toto leaps into action. He runs
to a curtain and pulls it back as the “Mighty Oz can be heard to say, “Pay no attention to that man behind
the curtain. The Great Oz has spoken!” What the brave Toto has revealed is a gray haired old man as he
is manipulating the controls of deception. 

A startled Dorothy asked, “Who are you?” “I am the great and powerful Wizard of Oz!” “You are? I
don't believe you!”  “No, I'm afraid it's true. There's no other wizard except me.” “You humbug!” “Yes,
that's exactly so, I'm a humbug.” “You're a very bad man!” “No, my dear, I'm a very good man, I'm just a
very bad wizard.”

It is amazing what you find when the curtain is pulled back. The Angel Gabriel reveals to Daniel who is
behind the curtain affecting nations. Satan possesses evil men that he uses to manipulate the controls of
deception.  Case in point, George Soros, the Hungarian-born billionaire globalist engaged in activities
meant to destroy America in order to build the “New World Order.”  A very bad man, who is a very
good wizard is manipulating, organizing, and paying for the opposition to President Donald J. Trump’s
efforts to make “America Great Again.”
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Headline - SOROS'S WOMEN’S MARCH OF HATE -The
Left’s rage unleashed on the streets of Washington. Jan 23,
2017  Matthew Vadum
http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/265558/soross-womens-march-hate-matthew-vadum

“On Saturday, the nation’s capital was inundated with masses
of loud, obnoxious, foulmouthed Trump-hating women (and
some men) at what was billed the “Women’s March on
Washington.” The Guardian called the event a

“spontaneous” action for women’s rights, while Vox spoke of a “huge, spontaneous groundswell”
behind the march.”. . . But what happened Saturday at the “Women’s March” was not
spontaneous. No mass rallies are, especially on the Left.”

“This so-called “protest,” like the violent attacks orchestrated by the DisruptJ20 coalition on pro-Trump
events such as Friday’s “DeploraBall” at the National Press Club, was not an organically generated
demonstration. The usual culprits were involved behind the scenes using the same fascistic tactics they
used to shut down the massive Trump campaign rally at the University of Illinois at Chicago in March
last year.”

“The groups that organized the Women’s March on Washington on Saturday were underwritten
by radical currency speculator George Soros, the same man who says Communist China’s system
of government is superior to our own and that the United States is the number one obstacle to
world peace. The Soros people brought in protesters from all over the country to express their
displeasure with Donald Trump on his first full day as president of the United States.” 

“Writing in the New York Times, Asra Q. Nomani writes that “the march really isn’t a ‘women’s
march.’. . . .Nomani burnt the midnight oil poring over, in her words, “the funding, politics and talking
points of the some 403 groups that are ‘partners’ of the march.” She discovered that “Soros has
funded, or has close relationships with, at least 56 of the march’s ‘partners,’ including ‘key
partners’ Planned Parenthood, which opposes Trump’s anti-abortion policy, and the National
Resource Defense Council, which opposes Trump’s environmental policies.”According to Nomani,
among the Soros grantees designated as “partners” in the Women’s March on Washington are MoveOn,
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), Center for Constitutional Rights, Amnesty International, and
Human Rights Watch.” End of Quote 

Headline - GLOBALIST SOROS EXPOSED FUNDING OVER 50 ORGANIZATIONS IN
WOMEN’S MARCH ON DC - The Washington Standard / Jan 24, 2017
http://thewashingtonstandard.com/globalist-soros-exposed-funding-50-organizations-womens-march-dc/

“Washington, D.C. – An investigation by a New York Times affiliate has revealed that billionaire
globalist financier George Soros, who recently called Donald Trump a “would-be dictator” during an
interview at Davos, and whose Open Society Foundation works to finance and forward progressive
causes across the world, and is intimately connected to numerous color revolutions, the Arab Spring, and
various other political uprisings across the globe, has been revealed to be connected to more than 50 of
the groups that organized the nationwide “Women’s Marches” that saw millions of Americans take to
the streets across the country.”

“Anyone familiar with the history of the Soros Open Society Foundations in Eastern Europe and around
the world since the late 1980’s, will know that his supposedly philanthropic “democracy-building”
projects in Poland, Russia, or Ukraine in the 1990’s allowed Soros the businessman to literally plunder
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the former communist countries’ wealth, according to the New Eastern Outlook. . . .”

“Additionally, during the 2016 presidential cycle, Soros committed $25 million dollars to the 2016
campaign of Hillary Clinton. Per the standard Clinton operating procedure, this was indicative of the
symbiotic relationship of favors between the billionaire and his array of political puppets across the
globe . . . ”

“Soros has often been accused of using his wealth to attempt to socially engineer the national domestic
politics of entire states. He was accused of being connected to organizations that organized and funded
the nationwide protests after the election of Donald Trump — a claim that Soros denies”

“Make no mistake that the events you’re seeing transpire nationwide are largely being coordinated, in
part, by a billionaire political elite class that is looking to strategically forward a political agenda. Soros
has used the same formula to foment domestic unrest to affect political goals in numerous nations –and
it certainly looks as if he now has the United States in his sights. It’s clear that Saul Alinsky’s Rules for
Radicals is being employed by the left in an effort to destabilize and undermine political discourse in the
U.S.” End of Quote 

So then we find that mobs, violence, and fake news stories twisted to deny the new President the support
needed to serve the best interest of the American people, is not accidental. It is planned, organized,
promoted and controlled for the desired effect.  We are watching a treasonous conspiracy promoted on
mainstream news, through the Hollywood crowd, and in many of the educational institutions.  On the
surface we have uncovered a human face, George Soros, but below the surface Daniel has shown us
what is lurking behind men like George Soros. Nations in Europe understand this diabolical force and
are beginning the move against him as the two following  articles will point out.

Headline - SOROS AND MASTERCARD JOIN FORCES TO PROFIT FROM IMMIGRATION
The radical billionaire helped create the immigration crisis; now he wants to reap the rewards. January
25, 2017  Matthew Vadum
http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/265583/soros-and-mastercard-join-forces-profit-matthew-vadum

“Radical currency speculator George Soros is scheming to profit from the illegal immigration crises in
the United States and the European Union that he was instrumental in creating.”

“Soros traffics in revolution and human misery. His devious business deals have brought the
financial systems of the United Kingdom and Malaysia to their knees. Soros helped finance the
1989 "Velvet Revolution" in then-Czechoslovakia. He acknowledged having orchestrated coups in
Croatia, Georgia, Slovakia, and Yugoslavia.”

“Soros hates America. “The main obstacle to a stable and just world order is the United States,” he has
said. Soros praises Communist China effusively and has said the totalitarian nation—which cuts babies
in unauthorized pregnancies from the wombs of their mothers, tortures and kills religious dissenters, and
runs over eminent domain resisters with steam-rollers—has “a better-functioning government than the
United States.” In the U.S. he has financed the violent, politically destabilizing Occupy Wall Street and
Black Lives Matter movements.”

“Now the preeminent funder of border-busting campaigns in the U.S. and overseas has entered into a
partnership with credit card giant MasterCard Inc. to create something called Humanity Ventures. . . .
Any profit Soros and his billionaire buddies in the left-wing donors’ consortium, the Democracy
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Alliance, extract from the operations of Humanity Ventures can be used to fund more projects aimed at
destroying Western culture, rule of law, individual rights and limited government. Perhaps the money
can be used to finance the future presidential runs of Keith Ellison and Chelsea Clinton.”

“This new venture comes as countries like Soros’s native Hungary and Macedonia are threatening to
kick his operations out. Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban said last month that the year 2017
would be "about the extrusion of George Soros and the forces symbolized by him." Every country
"will want to displace Soros," he said. "This can already be seen in Europe. They investigate
where the money comes from, what kind of intelligence connections there are, which NGOs
represent what interests."

“Soros admitted in 2015 that his efforts in Europe are aimed at destroying national borders on
that continent. He has orchestrated the ongoing invasion of Europe by aliens, especially Syrian
war refugees who are largely Muslim men with likely connections to Islamic terrorism.”

“When it comes to depravity and social collapse, the sky’s the limit with George Soros.” End of Quote 
Headline - ‘STOP SOROS’ MOVEMENT SWEEPS EUROPE - Soros behind mass Muslim
migration in Europe, Jamie White | Infowars.com - JAN  26, 2017

“A new initiative called Stop Operation Soros (SOS) is launching in the Balkan nation of Macedonia to
counter the influence of globalist billionaire George Soros. The founders of the group called on all
“free-minded citizens” to join them in the “fight against one-mindedness in the civil sector, which is
devised and led by George Soros,” reports a Slovenian newspaper.”

“Soros-funded non-government organizations have monopolized civil society in Macedonia and used
their influence to suppress dissenting views, said SOS cofounder Nikola Srbov. 
“The Open Society Foundation, operating under the Soros umbrella, used its funding and personnel to
support violent processes in Macedonia,” he said in a press conference Tuesday. “That is unacceptable
and goes beyond the principles of civic organizing.”

“Soros set up the Open Society Foundation in the 1980s with the stated goal of helping former Soviet
bloc countries’ transition from communism, but in reality, the foundation is used to destabilize
governments and foment discontent within countries.”

“And Macedonia isn’t the first country that’s turned against Soros. Earlier this month, Hungary’s Prime
Minister Viktor Orban announced that the Hungarian government would begin cracking down on any
organizations linked to Soros. “In every country, they will want to displace Soros,” Orban said in
December. “In the coming year, Soros and his forces will be squeezed out.’”

“In 2014, Soros openly admitted on CNN that the OSF was involved in the violent overthrow of
Ukraine’s government, which resulted in Russia banning Soros and his NGOs from the country the
following year, calling him a “security threat” to the former Soviet nation.”:

“It was found that the activity of the Open Society Foundations and the Open Society Institute
Assistance Foundation represents a threat to the foundations of the constitutional system of the Russian
Federation and the security of the state,” reads the Russian press statement.”

“As nationalism continues to rise around the world fueled by President Trump’s election, it’s reasonable
to assume that this won’t be the last instance a European country kicks out Soros and his shadowy
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groups.”  End of Quote 

When you walk into a dark room, you have to give your eyes time to focus, and there are times when
night vision goggles are required to understand what you are looking at. Seeing things with a Biblical
world view is a lot like night vision goggles allowing you to pull back the curtain and see what is really
happening. 

Make no mistake about it, we are witnessing a desperate effort to destroy America, along with any nation
that stands in the way of the Global Government. If the mainstream media is your main news source, you
are being programed to hate what is in your best interest, and love your own destruction. The only news
source that you can absolutely trust is the Bible. God, who knows the future, tells us where the world is
heading.  Joh 17:17 KJV “Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word is truth.”  God’s news source
informs us that an evil deception is coming that is so deep and dark that men will worship a man called
the Antichrist. This man will have such a hold on men that they will sell their souls for the “Mark of the
Beast.” They will openly worship Satan. Any who refuse will be beheaded. This is where men like
George Soros with their violence and deceit are herding the hapless populations of the earth. America is
a special target. That is why we are seeing such an effort to stop Donald Trump. If President Trump is
successful, he will have ripped America out of the hands of those who have been betraying her. 

As God raised up King Cyrus of Persia to Shepard Israel in her return and rebuilding of her Temple, I
believe God has given America a special assignment in these last days. She must be the “Great Eagle”
whose wings are given to aid Israel at her darkest moment (Rev 12:14). Making America great is not
merely a human idea.  President Donald Trump needs the prayers of every Christian. I am praying that as
Cyrus and the kings that followed him had the angel Gabriel to stand with them so that they would not
fail, God will give the new President divine help.

The Message of the Month - “Behind the Curtain!”  The book of Daniel allows us to see into another
dimension. We are made to understand that there is a spiritual battle going on for the soul of America.
This important message can be yours by simply requesting it.  

Moments in Bible Prophecy - The outreach of the Moments in Bible Prophecy radio program continues
to grow. This past week I received a phone call for the program director of Wilkins Radio. Wilkins radio
owns 30 radio stations.  We are on eight of those stations. Barry Bright, the director gave me good news
that Moments in Bible Prophecy is being broadcast on a new station KXKS 1190 AM, Albuquerque,
NM at 5:15 A.M. Monday through Friday.  Because  KXKS programing is being simulcast from a
station we pay for, this station comes to us free of charge. 

Support for Moments in Bible Prophecy - The only way that Moments in Bible Prophecy can continue
to share the light of the Gospel with the world is by having people who faithfully support this ministry
with their prayers and donations. Perhaps you are one of those people God would like to use to aid us. 
Thank you for all that you have and are doing.

Your Friend in Christ,

Raymond L Shockley  

Moments in Bible Prophecy


